XAVIER’S 9th ANNUAL HEALTH PROFESSIONS “TEAMING” EVENT

Our MHSA students joined Xavier’s other health professions students on Tuesday, March 14, 2017 for the afternoon interactive seminar, “Teaming for Clients with One of the Three D’s – Delirium, Depression, Dementia” featuring internationally-known occupational therapist and dementia care expert, Teepa Snow, who lives in central North Carolina. More than 200 XU health professions students gathered in the CINTAS banquet room to learn more about contemporary strategies in care for the aging, to work in interprofessional teams on a case study to determine a care plan, and to have the opportunity to learn from faculty, community experts, doctoral psychology students, and each other. HSA faculty member Dr. Eddie Hooker continues on the planning team. A quote from Teepa sums it up: “Until there’s a cure, there’s simply care.” Our first-year MHSA class gathered for this picture:

Top row: Andrew Blum, Joshua Smith, Jessica Zeller, Kellen Sorensen, Sam Kloeker, Daniel Brock, Bishop Burton, Lucas Bertaux-Skeirik, Mary O'Brien, Justin Grant, Robert Killeen, Ross Cirincione
Back row: Deepika Vadlamani, Bailey Niekamp, Dustin Radka, Hannah Besl, Amber Sain, Sean Kerber, Jake Campbell, Brian Kerber, Stefan Weitzel, Timothy Hsu

ALUM-N-I-C-E

Our 1,612 Graduate Alumni and 71 BSHSA Alumni are the pride and joy of Xavier and our HSA Department. We applaud your achievements and commitment to the highest quests in health services administration, we hold you up as models for our students to emulate, and we happily claim you as “ours”.

- Pamela Coyle-Toerner ’86M is now the Executive Director of TriHealth Physician Partners, Cincinnati OH
- Kristen Yntema ’98M is the President and Chief Executive Officer of Hospice and Palliative Care of Greensboro NC.
- Andy Nelson ’13M is Regional Director, Supply Chain Services, Cincinnati Region, Mercy Health
- Tara Haskell ’17M is the Business Manager for the Heart Institute at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
- Nikki King ’17M was featured in Program #33 of the Rural Health Leadership Radio on March 7, 2017. She shared ideas about leadership, about rural communities thriving, and about the opiate epidemic. http://rhlradio.com/2017/03/07/33-a-conversation-with-nikki-king/
- Sammy Rawas ’17M is Business Manager at The Vontz Center for Molecular Studies/Internal Medicine at UC Health.
- Samantha Weaver ’18M is a Clinical Research Coordinator at UC Health in the University of Cincinnati Cancer Institute
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